
I. Attendance  
Members   Present:    President   Vijayakumar,   Senator   Lee,   Senator   Lyons,   Senator   Sanchez,   Senator  
Vesqualez,   Senator   Scheinfeld,   Senator   Maxie,   Senator   Gee,   Senator   Smith,   Speaker   Finkelstein,   Proxy  
Lezama,   Proxy   Heyer,   Senator   Brady,   Senator   Gosselin,   Senator   Best   (15)  
 
Members   Absent:    Senator   Salas,   Senator   Flores-Clavel  
 

II. Acceptance   of   Minutes   from   9/29/19  
Motion.  
 
Seconded.  
 
[Senator   Sanchez   suggests   change   in   acronym.   Change   accepted.]  
 
Motion.  
 
Seconded.  
 
15-0-0   [The   minutes   are   accepted.]  
 
III. Announcements   &   Updates  

A. Executive   Board  
President   Vijayakumar:   Those   who   don’t   have   a   headshot   keep   an   eye   on   slack.   Did   everyone   submit   a  
bio?   If   you   want   to   make   a   change,   let   me   know   by   tonight.  

There   is   new   slack   channel   called   Leadership,   check   to   make   sure   you   are   in   that   channel   so   I   can  
add   you.   [Explains   how   it   works.]   Restrict   where   you   put   your   messages.   

The   same   attendance   rules   apply   for   the   session   of   your   term.   If   you   miss   more   than   two   meetings  
without   a   proxy   then   we’re   going   to   impeach   you.   You   can   miss   a   maximum   of   five   meetings,   2   without   a  
proxy   and   three   with   one.   If   you   don’t   come   and   don’t   send   a   proxy,   you’re   basically   saying   you   don’t  
care   that   your   representative   voice   won’t   count.   Proxies   must   be   in   your   constituency.  
 
Senator   Scheinfeld:   [Takes   a   picture.]  
 
CoS   Platt:   Computers   down   if   you   aren’t   taking   notes.  
 
Senator   Lyons:   If   we   report   about   the   cameras   can   we   do   notes   on   that?  
 
CoS   Platt:   Yes,   but   let’s   be   realistic   it’s   not   nice   to   use   your   computer   while   other   people   are   talking.  
 
Senator   Vijayakumar:   If   you   aren’t   using   it   for   something   SGA   related,   please   try   to   keep   it   down.  
 

B. Senate  



Senator   Smith:   Met   with   Carlos   and   Liz   Ross   to   talk   about   study   abroad   barriers   for   febs.   Decided   on  
creating   guide   with   department   chairs   for   each   language   for   febs.   
 
Senator   Maxie:   Talked   to   someone   about   Gammit   Room   Board   about   revamping   the   space.   Need   to   email  
Senator   Best   about   Commons   Bill   establishing   a   House   System   similar   to   Harry   Potter.  
 
President   Vijayakumar:   Can   we   speak   louder?   I   can’t   hear   which   means   the   recording   won’t   hear   you.  
 
Senator   Best:   Focused   on   talking   with   people   about   security   cameras.   Went   to   different   places   on   campus.  
Got   more   information   about   the   specifics   of   camera   placement.  
 
Senator   Scheinfeld:   Talking   about   cameras,   mostly   with   people   that   I’m   friends   with.   I   plan   to   talk   to  
more   people   in   Proctor   on   Tuesday   for   lunch.   I’d   like   some   help   dropping   an   email,   I’m   a   little   nervous.  
 
Proxy   Heyer:   Talking   to   first   years   about   what   they   think   about   cameras.  
 
Senator   Brady:   Cameras.   RP   training.   Sent   Patton   message   about   Rosh   Hashanah   suggesting   sending   it  
out   before   September   11th   or   having   a   moment   of   silence.  
 
Senator   Velazquez:   First   years   had   a   similar   feeling   to   what   we   had   last   week.   Out   of   darkness   with  
Sanchez.   Increase   suicide   awareness   on   campus   and   community.   Spoke   to   Madeleine   Hope.   Reached   out  
to   professors   to   see   what   they   think.   First   years   seemed   to   be   very   supportive.  
 
CoS   Platt:   Becca   Gorman,   head   of   health   and   wellness,   co-director   of   SGA   cabinet.   
 
Senator   Sanchez:   Talking   about   cameras.   Working   with   Out   of   Darkness.   Working   with   Vel   about   water  
refill   stations.   Talked   to   people   from   Environmental   Committee   about   getting   meeting.   Went   to   lunch  
with   chief.   Looked   in   archives   about   Thanksgiving   Break   extension   and   was   told   to   bring   it   up   and   see   if  
anyone   knows   about   that.   This   is   something   I   want   to   get   with.  
 
Senator   Scheinfeld:   I   support   you   but   I   don’t   know   anything   about   it.  
 
Senator   Gee:   Went   to   CC   meeting   on   Monday.   Talked   about   cameras   and   health   and   wellness.   Met   with  
co-director   of   H   and   W   about   exploring   Tobacco   21   a   little   more.   Trying   to   get   free   nicotine   patches   in  
Parton   and   talked   with   Kevin.   Going   to   meet   with   Parton.   Going   to   talk   to   Sex   Rel   and   Respect  
committee.   

Went   to   chat   with   chief.   Only   SGA   was   there.   Trying   to   meet   with   the   director   of   academic   affairs  
expanding   PE   credits.  
 
President   Vijayakumar:   About   chat   with   chief,   there   was   no   special   tablecloth?   Was   your   table   just  
weirdly   empty?   Why   don’t   you   think   students   sat   with   you?  
 



Senator   Gee:   It   started   at   12:15   which   is   when   students   get   out   of   class.   We   got   a   visible   table,   not   a  
circular   one   since   they   were   taken.   There   were   signs   and   advertising.   I   think   it’s   just   a   MiddKidd   not  
showing   up.  
 
President   Vijayakumar:   Maybe   we   could   talk   about   altering   the   time   or   talking   with   Dining   to   reserve   a  
table.  
 
Senator   Gee:   Was   Dining   alerted?  
 
President   Vijayakumar:   It   was   your   initiative.  
 
Senator   Gee:   Okay,   I’ll   talk   with   them.   Talking   about   launching   Midd   babysitter   network.  
 
Senator   Lee:   Launched   Faculty-Staff-Student   tables.   I   was   talking   with   a   professor   about   Community  
Talks   and   wanted   to   collaborate,   but   ran   into   financial   problems.   Jeff   Cason   said   they   could   give   us  
money,   we   were   talking   about   options.  
 
Senator   Lyons:   10   o'clock   Ross   opened   last   week.   Some   Student   Monitors   came   back,   reaching   out   to   try  
and   get   a   few   more   interested   in   that.   Trying   to   communicate   a   little   better   with   dining,   expectations   and  
reality   didn’t   match   up.  
 
President   Vijayakumar:   Mixups?  
 
Senator   Lyons:   This   year   whoever   set   up   before   monitors   get   there,   they   put   out   a   lot   of   compost   bins   that  
had   ambiguous   purpose.   There   was   a   carton   of   apples   so   weren’t   sure   what   to   do   with   them   at   the   end   of  
the   shift,   so   where   we   put   them   was   not   where   dining   wanted   them   apparently.  

Got   Sabai   takeout   and   got   a   styrofoam   container   in   a   plastic   bag   for   sushi.   It   seems   pretty  
wasteful,   was   going   to   research   and   reach   out   about   other   potential   options.   Want   to   see   if   they   can   do  
better   without   impacting   their   business.  
 
President   Vijayakumar:   Work   with   director   of   external   affairs   on   that.   Maybe   less   confrontational.  
 
Senator   Gosselin:   Talked   about   cameras,   restorative   practices   meeting,   worked   on   finance   bill   with  
Kenshin.  
 
Senator   Finkelstein:   Thanks   for   coming   apple   picking.   Got   response   from   Laundry,   said   free   laundry   is  
temporary   and   will   finish   setting   up   the   system   by   next   semester.   If   you   have   a   CSC   card   with   money,  
keep   it.   You   can   get   that   money   refunded.   
 
President   Vijayakumar:   Refunded   in   cash   or   ID?  
 
Senator   Finkelstein:   Transferred   to   your   ID   card   to   use   for   laundry.  
 



President   Vijayakumar:   Conversation   last   year   about   several   parallel   accounts   on   ID.   Is   that   $25   gonna   be  
a   lump   sum   that   you   could   use   for   laundry,   crossroads,   etc.?  
 
Senator   Finkelstein:   Explained   to   me   it   would   be   separate   balance.  
 
Senator   Brady:   Until   next   semester,   still   free?  
 
Senator   Finkelstein:   Yes.  
 
CoS   Platt:   Talked   about   using   ID   cards   to   checkout   togo   boxes.   Maybe   removing   “obstacle”   of   going   to  
mailbox   to   pick   up   carabiner.  
 
Senator   Finkelstein:   I   can   imagine   a   system   to   keep   track   of   togo   boxes   when   you   swipe.  
 
COS   Connor:   Heard   from   first   years   that   laundry   would   be   implemented   tomorrow.   
 
Senator   Sanchez:   My   friend   said   the   same   thing   to   me   and   was   telling   everyone.  
 
Senator   Maxie:   Laundry   was   free   today.   
 
President   Vijayakumar:   Would   it   be   worth   sending   an   all   school   email?  
 
Senator   Finkelstein:   Maybe.   Wish   Matthew   Curran   was   more   responsive.   
 
Senator   Lyons:   With   that   email   or   posting   it   in   the   washing   rooms?   Could   there   be   a   Best   Practices   thing  
for   doing   your   laundry.   Read   article   about   how   it’s   more   energy   efficient   when   you   wash   your   clothes   on  
cold.   ( I   use   cold   :)    )  
 
President   Vijayakumar:   Work   with   environmental   on   that.  
 
Senator   Finkelstein:   Feb   diversity   is   a   big   issue   on   campus.   New   director   is   great   and   really   interested   in  
getting   stuff   done.   Talked   about   sending   out   a   survey   about   feb   stereotypes   and   how   they’re   harmful.  
Maybe   setting   up   funding   for   febmester   off   so   more   people   have   more   opportunities.  
 
Senator   Gosselin:   Meme   on   meme   page   about   febs.   

Your   computer   battery   is   about   to   die.  
 

C. Community   Council  
Proxy   Lezama:   First   meeting   last   week.   Presentation   from   Kevin   about   Tobacco   21   and   Maddy   Hope  
about   Health   and   Wellness.   Talked   about   cameras.   There   is   a   lot   they   don’t   have   answers   to   but   they  
explained   a   lot.   Emphasized   they   aren’t   going   to   be   in   private   places.   These   cameras   are   meant   to   be   for  
protection   and   safety   of   everyone   on   campus.   Want   one   outside   of   Davis,   some   people   working   there  
expressed   they   didn’t   feel   safe   after   being   done   with   work.   Footage   access   will   be   very   limited,   no   one  



who   will   always   monitor,   only   if   someone   steps   forward   specifically.   Figuring   out   how   long   they   want   the  
footage   to   be   saved.   Will   be   out   and   open   in   case   something   does   happen   so   everyone   knows   how   long  
the   footage   will   be   saved.  
 

D. Finance   Committee  
Treasurer   Cho:   Gave   around   $4,000   to   Gammit   Room,   $800   to   MiddVote,   $1,700   extra   to   crossfit.   BSU  
came   for   conference   money,   tabled   the   request.   

Senator   Gosselin   helping   write   bill   about   investment.   Will   bring   up   next   week.  
Finance   Committee   finalized   for   the   year.   Changed   voucher   system.   Now   if   not   part   of   cluster,  

you   have   to   select   finance   committee   liaison   which   is   a   member   who   approves   the   receipt.   Improve  
interaction   between   committee   and   club.   
 
Senator   Maxie:   Question   what   happens   with   reserves   if   not   used.  
 
Treasurer   Cho:   Reserves   roll   over   each   year.   Money   we   allocate   but   they   don’t   spend   is   close   to  
$100-$200k.   Always   dip   into   reserves   when   we   allocate.   
 
Senator   Best:   David   Provost   talked   about   using   reserve   to   invest   in   endowment,   will   something   happen   in  
that   end?  
 
Treasurer   Cho:   Yes,   Senator   Gosselin   and   my   bill.   Will   talk   about   more   next   week.   
 
IV. Old   Business  

A. Campus   Pulse   on   Security   Cameras  
President   Vijayakumar:   Solidified   timeline   as   to   when   these   would   start   going   up?  
 
Proxy   Lezama:   No,   but   talking   to   people   who   are   getting   together   software.   Trying   to   make   cameras   go  
with   ID   cards   and   doors.   If   there’s   forced   entrance,   cameras   can   go   to   there.  
 
Senator   Gee:   When   switch   out   ID   swipe   system,   cameras   will   be   incorporated   within   that.   Idea   is   will   all  
be   under   the   same   company.  
 
Senator   Lyons:   Did   she   elaborate   on   what   is   “private”?  
 
Proxy   Lezama:   Someone   asked   who   is   going   to   decide   on   areas,   they   gave   examples   like   parking   lots   and  
entrances   and   exits.   They   weren’t   super   clear   on   who   is   going   to   weigh   in,   but   it   won’t   just   be   pubsafe.   
 
Cos   Platt:   Footage   only   viewed   if   there’s   an   incident?  
 
Proxy   Lezama:   Won’t   be   monitored   like   in   museum.   People   can’t   access   easily,   even   police   have   to   get   a  
warrant   for   it.   Same   with   ID   cards,   they   aren’t   watching   to   see   who   is   coming   in   and   out   of   buildings  
though   they   do   have   the   information.   They   aren’t   to   catch   students   doing   things.  
 



CoS   Platt:   Exercise   was   helpful,   were   able   to   see   there   were   similar   lines   of   questioning   from   the   student  
body,   a   lot   of   people   didn’t   know   about   the   cameras   too.   
 
Senator   Gosselin:   Most   people   didn’t   think   too   controversial.  
 
Senator   Lyons:   No   one   had   heard   about   it   or   read   the   email.   One   person   I   asked   is   someone   who  
religiously   checks   her   email,   she   didn’t   see   it.   Oversight   for   pubsafe,   doesn’t   sound   like   there   will   be  
monitoring.   Who’s   making   sure   pubsafe   isn’t   abusing   privilege.   Someone   was   wondering   about   signage  
to   say   this   is   a   video   monitored   area.   Most   people   seemed   to   not   care   and   said   it   made   sense.  
 
Senator   Gee:   Someone   mentioned   they   were   surprised   there   weren't   additional   swipes   into   ross   commons  
area   like   in   Forest.   Many   people   worry   will   be   used   for   alcohol   violations.   If   we   put   cameras   where   we  
know   people   smoke,   will   they   start   smoking   inside?   Someone   said   cameras   would   change   culture   with  
pubsafe   because   a   lot   of   officers   would   have   to   change   their   conduct.   
 
President   Vijayakumar:   Warrants   to   be   said   a   lot   of   people   consistently   get   cited,   and   consistently   get  
away.   Says   a   lot   about   relationship   with   pubsafe   and   certain   groups   on   campus.   
 
Senator   Gee:   Senator   Flores-Clavel   wanted   to   say   some   students   are   worried   about   cameras   being   used   to  
target   protestors.  
 
Senator   Sanchez:   People   don’t   listen   to   don’t   let   anyone   in   you   don’t   know.   
 
Senator   Velazquez:   People   didn’t   want   to   be   policed   and   were   afraid   to   do   anything   in   front   of   cameras.  
Don’t   want   to   be   identifiable   by   camera.   People   didn’t   want   cameras   until   I   brought   up   active   shooter.  
 
Senator   Best:   Same   when   I   brought   up   active   shooter   and   how   we’re   behind   the   game,   people   changed  
their   POV.   Heard   about   the   Davis   outside   cameras,   I   think   there   might   have   been   a   mugging   incident   last  
year?   Library   staffers   voiced   they   wanted   it   for   their   safety,   think   it   makes   sense.  
 
President   Vijayakumar:   People   seem   to   be   afraid   of   more   things   being   implemented   in   the   future   once  
culture   shifts   and   people   become   used   to   cameras.   What   keeps   people   from   doing   this,   could   you   discuss  
more   in   CC?  
 
Senator   Maxie:   One   professor   about   how   protestors   were   protested.   Targeting   different   groups   based   on  
activism   came   up   in   other   conversations.   
 

V. New   Business  
A. Restorative   Practices   Discussion   and   Debrief   

President   Vijayakumar:   Want   everyone’s   personal   thoughts   for   people   who   were   there.  
 



Senator   Smith:   Concept   is   positive,   but   felt   it   was   something   I   was   taught   in   elementary   school.   Don’t  
know   if   it’s   something   college   students   need   or   will   respond   to.   If   it’s   something   we   can   naturally   move  
towards,   it   would   be   positive.   Disappointed.  
 
Senator   Maxie:   Would   agree.   Using   statements   are   more   powerful   sometimes,   but   has   to   be   something  
natural   and   not   forced.   Good   view   on   conflict   resolution   if   marketed   correctly   could   do   great.  
 
Senator   Brady:   Overall   goal   of   having   it   be   natural   is   a   good   end   goal,   but   could   be   difficult   to   force  
people   to   buy   in.  
 
Senator   Gosselin:   Before   the   meeting   I   think   outside   people   told   Brian   it   was   a   good   idea   or   he   made   it   up  
in   his   office.   Liked   when   he   talked   about   the   history   of   it.   Could   have   been   45   minutes   but   it   went   on   a  
little   too   long.  
 
Senator   Finkelstein:   Could   it   have   been   more   helpful   to   experience   it   rather   than   talk   about   how   it’s   done?  
Presentation   didn’t   fit   what   they   were   trying   to   do.  
 
Senator   Brady:   Had   no   knowledge   going   in.   Would   be   good   if   students   had   heard   about   it   before.  
 
Senator   Maxie:   Agree,   but   feel   presentation   could   have   been   shorter   and   then   had   an   actual   circle   where  
we   discuss   an   issue   to   experience.   
 
Senator   Smith:   Asked   what   they   meant   about   an   RP   campus   and   how   it’d   be   implemented,   process   didn’t  
seem   like   it   was   clear   to   them   either.   They   talked   about   individual   students   meetings,   but   I   don’t   know  
how   that   would   reach   everyone.  
 
President   Vijayakumar:   Beneficial   to   have   it   be   part   of   orientation   curriculum?  
 
Senator   Gosselin:   Shouldn’t   give   everyone   that   presentation   during   orientation.   Rather   just   went   around  
in   a   circle   and   did   it   that   would   be   better.   
 
Senator   Gee:   FYC,   went   through   18   hours   of   RP.   Circles   are   good.   Maybe   just   approach   it   as   something  
we   incorporate   in   everything   we   do.   
 
Senator   Brady:   Agree   good   idea   to   build   in.  
 
Senator   Maxie:   Agree.  
 

B. Bill   for   Middlebury’s   Divestment   from   Gun   Manufacturing  
Senator   Finkelstein:   Saw   that   the   2028   Divestment   resulting   bill   discussed   this   already,   but   didn’t   see   if   it  
had   actually   happened   or   not.   Trying   to   see   where   the   board   is   at   in   terms   of   weapon   manufacturing.  
Could   be   we   already   divested,   it   got   tabled…  
 



Senator   Maxie:   In   Environmental   Committee   last   year,   this   was   never   mentioned   last   year.  
 
Senator   Brady:   Is   it   mentioned   in   presentations   what   percentage?  
 
Senator   Finkelstein:   I   saw   .6%   and   1%,   but   fossil   fuels   was   3%   I   think.   Symbolic   significance   is   huge.  
 
President   Vijayakukmar:   Wouldn’t   lose   sight   that   our   endowment   is   still   a   significant   amount   of   money.  
 
Senator   Gosselin:   Liked   that   we   did   a   referendum   for   2028   Divestment,   gets   turnout   up   for   spring  
elections   which   is   something   we   struggle   with.   The   board   moves   really   slow.   Makes   sense   to   schedule   a  
referendum   that   coincides   with   spring   elections.  
 
President   Vijayakumar:   October   board   meeting,   should   be   something   on   Elisa’s   agenda,   will   get   it   on  
their   radar   to   talk   about.   What   do   you   aim   to   do   today   with   bill?  
 
Senator   Finkelstein:   Wanted   to   hear   if   any   strong   opinions.   Don’t   want   to   vote,   want   to   gather   more  
information   and   maybe   vote   next   week.  
 
Senator   Smith:   really   support   this.   I   know   Midd   can’t   politically   support   anything,   does   that   transfer   to  
issues?   Guns   are   more   politically   polarizing   than   climate   change   with   statistics.   
 
Senator   Brady:   Really   has   to   come   down   to   what   the   students   want.  
 
Senator   Finkelstein:   I   can   see   passing   a   bill   and   then   a   referendum,   or   the   other   way   around.  
 
Senator   Lee:   Better   to   get   referendum   first.  
 
CoS   Platt:   Are   we   filled   in   on   how   divestment   process   works?  
 
Treasurer   Cho:   Difficult   to   divest.   Investure   first   priority   isn’t   environmentalism   or   anything   but   to  
manage   the   risk   for   portfolios.   Fossil   fuels   is   easier   to   divest   from   gun   manufacturing   even   though   fossil  
fuels   were   hard.   But   now   there’s   a   system   in   place   to   divest,   maybe   momentum   will   carry   through.  
 
President   Vijayakumar:   Midd   centric   view   is   better.   Can   have   this   as   coinciding   conversation   about   the  
cameras.   We   passed   bill   saying   we   were   going   to   hold   a   referendum.   
 
Senator   Gosselin:   Don’t   have   to   change   any   whereas   clauses.   Presented   in   a   way   that   referendum   was   a  
means   to   deal   with   problems,   not   the   fact   there   was   a   problem   in   the   first   place.  

Thought   guns   would   be   easier   because   it   involves   less   money.  
 
Treasurer   Cho:   Agree   with   you,   also   not   an   expert   on   this.   Have   had   conversations   about   this.   Amount   of  
money   doesn’t   matter   too   much,   framework   is   whether   you   can   find   an   alternative?   Relatively   stable  
industry.   No   matter   what   happens   in   the   world,   people   will   continue   to   buy   guns.   



 
Senator   Maxie:   Think   we   should   have   a   referendum   first.   If   there   is   positive   feedback,   then   we   should  
approve   it   regardless   of   what   the   board   does.  
 
Senator   Best:   Turnout   rate   for   past   referendums?   Doing   this   on   election   year   will   increase   student   tension  
increasingly,   maybe   it’s   healthy   not   sure.   In   the   therefore   clauses,   think   there’s   a   difference   in   demanding  
versus   “if   it’s   feasible   to   financially   do   this.”  
 
President   Vijayakumar:   Referendum   significantly   improved   turnout   that   year.   Strong   proponent   that   we  
say   we   want   a   referendum,   but   the   difference   is   there   was   a   bunch   of   environmental   groups   pushing   for  
this.   
 
CoS   Platt:   Communication   with   student   body.   The   fact   that   so   few   people   vote   in   elections   is   not   okay.  
We   need   to   be   active   representatives   and   go   out.  
 
President   Vijayakumar:   Have   been   improvements.   Propose   that   our   topic   this   week   for   talking   to   students  
is   this.  
 
Senator   Finkelstein:   If   everyone   could   get   a   pulse   if   someone   has   information   about   this   already.   
 
Senator   Gosselin:   No   numbers,   but   what   you   should   probably   do   is   table   for   lunches,   and   they   had   voting  
available   at   their   stations.  
 
Senator   Best:   Agree   this   is   a   good   topic.   What   was   the   subject   of   that   referendum?  
 
Senator   Finkelstein:   Fossil   fuel   divestment.  
 
CoS   Platt:   Want   to   make   sure   SGA   not   supporting   specific   agenda   unless   that   turns   out   to   be   the   desire   of  
the   student   body.  
 
President   Vijayakumar:   You   aren’t   being   a   representative   if   you   aren’t   reaching   out   to   your   constituency.  
 
Tabled.  
 

C. “Blu   Cru”   Party   Monitors   Discussion  
Senator   Lyons:   Idea   of   party   monitor   system.   Instead   of   pubsafe   being   first   line   of   engagement   to   see   if  
violations   are   happening   at   party,   maybe   have   un/paid   students   as   the   middleman   to   keep   from   changing  
the   vibe   or   shutting   them   down.   Hasn’t   been   much   success.   Delicate   to   ask   people   to   monitor   their   own  
parties.   Should   we   keep   working   on   this   or   let   it   go?  
 
Senator   Schsteinfeld:   Really   good   idea,   but   about   how   it’s   implemented.   Bro   went   to   rochester   with   frats,  
they   had   system   where   someone   monitors   in   a   similar   way   to   make   sure   people   are   safe.   Someone   people  
might   not   reach   out   for   help   because   they   don’t   want   to   talk   to   pubsafe,   but   students   might   be   less  



intimidating.   Hard   to   assign   someone   to   their   own   party.   It   works   for   social   houses   for   most   part,   but  
underage   drinking   still   happens.  
 
Proxy   Heyer:   Stopping   underage   drinking   will   get   pushback,   but   for   safety   I   think   that’s   extremely  
helpful.  
 
Senator   Best:   Specific   rules   of   “blucru”?   Pubsafe   rule   is   about   if   a   party   is   too   loud   or   if   they   see   alcohol  
they’ll   give   warnings   or   shut   it   down.   Reminded   me   of   my   high   school   where   there   were   people   to   keep  
parties   sexually   safe.   
 
Senator   Lyons:   Different   thoughts.   How   do   they   act   as   authority   figure   if   they’re   younger   and   trying   to  
interact   with   an   upperclassman.   How   to   get   respect   for   this   job.   Job   hasn’t   been   restricted   to   roles   yet,   just  
intermediary.  
 
Senator   Finkelstein:   Maybe   more   a   safety   resource   than   disciplinary   presence.   
 
Senator   Maxie:   Conversation   on   social   affairs   committee,   similar   issue.   Will   this   only   be   for   registered  
parties?  
 
Senator   Lyons:   Difficult   to   make   it   for   other   parties.  
 
Senator   Maxie:   If   for   registered,   that   resource   would   be   good.   
 
President   Vijayakumar:   Agree   with   them   being   more   safety   based   than   disciplinary.   Would   help   with  
pubsafe   relationship.   Marketing   monitor   would   work   if   they   were   safety.   Maybe   make   this   a   paid   position  
so   you   could   use   this   as   a   reason   for   authority.   
 
Senator   Velazquez:   Maybe   market   it   like   how   green   dot   does,   anyone   can   do   this.   Drinking   mostly  
happens   at   pregames   so   that’s   a   concern   the   drinking   has   already   happened.   Would   it   be   one   person   or   a  
group   of   people?   
 
Senator   Gee:   Don’t   think   this   should   happen   unless   they’re   paid   level   B   or   C.   Maybe   get   people   who   are  
RAs.   Important   this   training   happens   not   just   for   an   hour   but   is   in   depth,   give   them   the   tools   they   need.  
Also   getting   feedback   from   them.  
 
Senator   Gosselin:   A   lot   of   this   in   CC,   Barbara   came   in   a   couple   times   and   sent   a   report.   She   was   against  
the   idea   because   she’s   tried   it   before.   She   did   all   the   work   and   then   got   4   applicants.   Biggest   challenge   is  
getting   people   to   apply.   
 
Senator   Smith:   People   have   certain   level   of   respect   for   monitors   in   their   own   space   like   in   social   houses.  
Maybe   have   it   be   for   people   living   in   these   houses.   Also   focus   on   safety   than   preventing   drinking.   Liked  
the   idea   of   everyone   feeling   comfortable   and   no   one   getting   forced   to   drink.   
 



CoS   Platt:   Don’t   think   it’s   feasible   at   all.   Important   but   don’t   think   it’ll   work.   4,000   in   damage   done   to  
atwater.   Larger   campus   convo   about   privilege   who   people   not   necessarily   in   this   room   feel.   Like   if  
someone   came   to   my   townhouse   and   tried   to   tell   us   what   to   do   last   night,   I   don’t   think   it   would   have   gone  
over   as   well.  
 
Treasurer   Cho:   Agree   with   Platt.   If   we   want   to   try   something   similar,   maybe   having   the   people   who   own  
the   space   organize   themselves   as   a   way   to   prevent   things   like   this.   Maybe   a   way   for   SGA   to   enforce   this  
without   making   an   actual   job.   
 
Senator   Finkelstein:   Could   pay   the   house   to   have   a   rotation   for   monitors.  
 
Senator   Best:   Thought   about   feasibility,   people   will   probably   not   like   SGA   as   much.   It   could   be  
interpreted   as   us   trying   to   set   up   a   tattletale   or   something.   Same   time   I   think   middleman   is   important.  
 
Senator   Gosselin:   Sent   report   from   Barbara   in   the   slack.   
 
VI. Adjournment  

Motion.  
 
Seconded.  
 
15-0-0   [Meeting   is   adjourned.]  
 
Meeting   ends   at   4:38   PM  


